Trainings for
Systemic Design
mindset, process
and methods
www.systemicdesign.group

The Systemic Design approach
USER-FOCUSED
Prioritizes deeply understanding the
problems of a core group of user

SYSTEM FOCUSED
Prioritizes understanding the factors and
dynamics that make up a complex system

SOLUTION-ORIENTED
Culminates in a prototype for a
solution that can be tested with
real people

PROBLEM-ORIENTED
Focuses on developing a nuanced
understanding of a problem through
the creation of a system map

ASPIRES FOR DELIGHT AND USE
Works to build solutions that meet the
needs of real users

ASPIRES FOR SYSTEM HEALTH
Works to build solutions that do not create
unintended consequences but instead foster
healthy dynamics

Combining a human and
systems perspective

Questions we will tackle
in the training
●

How can we bring together a Human Centered
Design-approach with a Systemic perspective?

●

How does a typical Systemic Design
process look like?

●

Which systemic methods are useful in the
diﬀerent phases of the design process?

●

How can we apply a more systemic approach
in our daily work?

Our approach
to learning
Hands-On & fun:
We reduce theoretical input to the minimum, putting
hands-on learning and practical methods in the focus
with online and “oﬄine” sequences. We will run sessions
individually, in small groups and jointly in the whole
audience.
Learn from experts:
Every training is conducted by experts in the ﬁeld of
System Dynamics, Design and Innovation.
Tailored to your needs:
The training can be adapted to special needs and individual
topics to maximize the outcome for you.

Methods you will get
to know (and work with)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Causal loop diagrams & feedback loops
System Archetypes
Connected Circles Maps
Giga Maps, Rich Picture
Behavior over time graphs
Value-Stream Map
Actants (hands-on exercise)
Leverage Point Analysis

1. Introductory Training
This 1,5 day (3 modules) training comes with an introduction to
the mindset and methods of Systemic Design, hands-on
exercises and the creation of a System Map prototype for
a given design challenge.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES & OUTCOMES
●
Get to know the mindset of Systemic Design
and its diﬀerence to Human Centered Design
●
Understand the Systemic Design process and
how it can be applied in your daily work
●
Overview and ﬁrst experience with
Systemic Design methods
●
Gain ﬁrst experience in System Mapping

OUTPUTS
●
System Map prototype (drawing on whiteboard)
●
Photo-Documentation of all outcomes
SETUP & COST
Location:
Duration:
Participants:
Language:
Price:

On location or SDG oﬃce
1,5 days training (3 modules á 4h)
max. 15
English or German
On request

SDG-TEAM

1. Introductory Training
Module overview
PREPARATION
●
Brieﬁng meeting deﬁning the system boundaries and the framing question

ON SITE TRAINING

MODULE 1 (4 hours)
Introduction & Overview
●

Introduction: Systemic Design -

MODULE 2 (4 hours)
System Mapping 1 & Methods
●

Beyond Human Centeredness

MODULE 3 (4 hours)
System Mapping 2 & Reﬂection

Introduction to Systemic

●

System Mapping (Part 2)

Design methods

●

Transfer of learnings to
daily work & projects

●

Exercise: „What is a System?“

●

Overview of Systemic

Behavior over time graphs,

●

Roadmap to ﬁnalize System Map

Design mindset and methods

Variable elicitation

●

Reﬂection & Wrap-up

●

Exercise: Sketch your ﬁrst
System Map

●

●

Method exercises: Actants,

System Mapping (Part 1)

2. Extended Training & System Mapping
This 2 day (4 modules) training comes with an introduction to the mindset and
methods of Systemic Design, hands-on exercises and the creation of an elaborated,
digital Systems Map for a given design challenge. This includes coaching in the
development and ﬁnalization of the System Map.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
●
Learn and experience the mindset of Systemic
Design and its diﬀerence to Human-Centered Design
●

Apply the Systemic Design approach from research
to systems analysis to a design challenge and be
coached to create elaborated System Maps

●

Advanced understanding of the Systemic Design
process and identiﬁcation of potential applications in
project work

●

Overview and experience with Systemic Design
methods

OUTPUTS
●
Elaborated and interactive online presentation
of System Map (designed in kumu.io)
●

Documentation of the System Mapping process
and results

SETUP & COST
Location:
Duration:
Participants:
Language:
Price:

On location or SDG oﬃce
2 days training (4 modules á 4h)
+ 1,5 days coaching
max. 15
English or German
On request

SDG-TEAM

2. Extended Training & System Mapping
Module overview
PREPARATION
●
Brieﬁng meeting to deﬁne the system boundaries and the framing question
●
Interviews with internal experts / data review to collect actors and system elements
●
Development of initial map to provide foundation for participatory mapping

SDG-TEAM

ON SITE TRAINING

MODULE 1 (4 hours)
Introduction & Overview
●

●
●

●

Introduction: Systemic
Design - Beyond
Human Centeredness
Exercise: „What is a
System?“
Overview of Systemic
Design mindset and
methods
Exercise: Sketch your
ﬁrst System Map

MODULE 2 (4 hours)
System Map 1 & Methods
●

●

●

Introduction to
Systemic Design
methods
Method exercises:
Actants, Behavior over
time graphs, Variable
elicitation
System Mapping
(Part 1)

GUIDED
RESEARCH
In between
Guided data
research by
participants
to validate
and enrich
the System map

DIGITAL SYSTEM MAP DESIGN & DOCUMENTATION
●
Visualization and documentation of the System Map (in kumu.io)
●
Storytelling presentation of map for participants and interested audience

MODULE 3 (4 hours)
System Map 2 &
Validation
●
●
●

System Mapping
(Part 2)
Extension and
validation of the map
Introduction to
leverage points and
identiﬁcation within
system map

MODULE 4 (4 hours)
System Map 3 &
Reﬂection
●
●
●
●
●

System Mapping
(Part 3)
Introduction kumu.io
Create system
narrative
Transfer to daily
work & projects
Reﬂection & wrap-up

Your facilitators and lecturers
Fabian Gampp is an innovation strategist, lecturer, andVirginie Gailing
Strategic Designer
entrepreneur with a focus on social- and ecological
innovation. He is co-founder of the Education Innovation Lab
and the Systemic Design Group Berlin. Currently, he works as
a innovation consultant for social start-ups and public sector
institutions to drive transformation processes within society.

Gian Wieck has worked on Systems Thinking projects with
Fabian Gampp
public institutes, NGOs and various private organizations.
Innovation Strategist & Designer
Currently he works with an NGO applying quantitative
systems thinking and data analysis to help governments
achieving the SDGs. Further, he co-founded Mosaik Systems,
a consultancy to develop systems thinking skills, tools and
infrastructure to enable continuous evidence- based
planning.

Gian Wieck
Systems Thinker

Sebastian Wolf Siebzehnrübl
Systemic Consultant

Alec Eckert
Systems Thinker

Online Training possibilities
We also oﬀer to host trainings virtually in case an
oﬄine training is not possible. By using a combination
of conference and collaboration tools we ensure a
interactive and engaging online experience.

Input and exchange
tools

Collaboration tools

About the Systemic
Design Group
The Systemic Design Group is a collective, founded in
order to undertake the complex socio-technical issues we
are facing. We seek to make Systems Thinking more
approachable and Design Thinking more impactful, to
co-create clarity in complexity. We embrace surprises and
anomalies. We thrive to help shaping the conditions for
the emerging new.
Our team is consisting of a bold mix of Systems Thinkers,
Designers and Design Thinkers, Innovation Consultants,
Strategists and Organizational Consultants

Let’s embrace complexity,
unveil hidden relationships
and create clarity for
sustainable change.
hello@systemicdesign.group
www.systemicdesign.group

